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Power and energy efficiency are among the most crucial requirements in high-performance and other computing

platforms. Extensive experimental methods and procedures were used to assess the power and energy efficiency of

fundamental hardware building blocks inside a typical high-performance CPU, focusing on the dynamic branch predictor

(DBP).
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1. Introduction and Motivation

In the past, the primary interest of computer architects and software developers was in increasing performance. However,

in the last couple of decades, power and energy efficiency have emerged as major requirements in computing. One of the

reasons that led to power and energy efficiency interest in computing is the need to reduce the power consumption of

HPC to achieve exascale supercomputers . This goal motivated researchers to investigate some fundamental software

building blocks, such as sorting, matrix multiplication, and shortest path algorithms, commonly used in HPC applications

to find the factors that affect power consumption. Fundamental hardware components, such as arithmetic units, caches,

and dynamic branch predictors (DBPs), should raise similar concerns.

There are several reasons to be interested in the energy behavior of DBP in particular. Firstly, it is an essential component

in all modern CPUs used in HPC. Secondly, conditional jump instructions represent a significant percentage of most

typical application instructions. Modern CPUs use DBP to guess the direction and the target address of jump instructions

which means a heavy utilization of DBP during any application run. Consequently, any power savings related to this

component may yield substantial benefits in the total energy consumption. Thirdly, according to some statistics, DBPs

account for 10 to 40 percent of CPU dynamic power consumption . Fourthly, the recent DBP security issues appeared,

and the solutions proposed to mitigate them need investigation from a power and energy perspective . Lastly, the

lack of research papers studying DBP and its security issues from a power and energy perspective provided an extra

justification for this investigation.

As many research papers pointed out, software style impacted program performance and power and energy consumption

of computing devices in significant ways . The impact demanded that developers find easy ways to measure power

consumption. Intel’s RAPL (Running Average Power Limit Energy Reporting), introduced in modern processors, is one of

the most prominent software tools that can report the power in different CPU domains . However, using RAPL for

credibly measuring power consumption needs some precautions to avoid noise in measurement .

This report presents the researchers’ experiences in empirically assessing the power consumption on the Intel Haswell

platform and the precautions recommended to raise the credibility of measurements obtained from the RAPL tool. The

main contribution of the research described here is the development of a methodology suitable for an empirical study of

the power characteristics of DBP, a hardware building block. Previous work focused on the empirical study of software

building blocks or studying DBP using simulation or mathematical models . Power and energy consumption are directly

related to the hardware. The DBP is a complex piece of hardware that can be difficult to simulate in detail or model

adequately to get reasonable consumption assessments. Haswell incorporated separate sensors within the processor to

measure power consumption at different levels, such as the package, individual cores, and DRAM providing real-time

feedback on power usage and allowing for reliable higher-resolution readings of power consumption  without needing

additional external devices like power meters or infrared imaging of relevant regions in the silicon. Therefore, RAPL on

Haswell CPUs offered improved granularity in power measurement compared to previous generations. Empirical power

estimation, using fine-grained instrumentation, such as in Haswell-class and later CPUs, should provide realistic insights

into the power consumption of such complex units as DBP without getting into the complexity of mathematical modeling or
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detailed simulation that requires a deep understanding of the internal workings and interactions with other components.

RAPL provides an attractive alternative.

2. Dynamic Branch Prediction in an Intel High-Performance Processor

Researchers have recognized the impact of software on computing power and energy consumption since the 1990s.

Mehtal et al.  proposed software techniques to reduce the energy consumption of a processor using compiler

optimization, such as loop unrolling and recursion elimination. They also studied how various algorithms and data

structures affect power and energy usage.

Capra and Francalanci  considered the design factors that influence the energy consumption of applications that

perform the same functionality but have different designs. They experimentally assessed the energy efficiency of

management information systems. In their study, they found that the application design has a significant impact on energy

consumption.

Sushko et al.  studied the effect of loop optimization on the power consumption of portable computing devices. They

applied their study to ARMv8 architectures. Their study showed the power efficiency gained by fitting data in the cache

and using parallelization for loop optimization.

Al-Hashimi et al.  studied the effects of three iteration statements on the system power consumption: For loop, While

loop, and Do-While. For each case, they measured the average time, power, and temperature; the value of the maximum

temperature; and the number and percentage of times reached. They found that the For loop was the most power-efficient

and that the While loop had the worst power efficiency.

Abulnaja et al.  analyzed bitonic mergesort compared to an advanced quicksort on the NVIDIA K40 GPU for power and

energy efficiency. They introduced the factors that affected power consumption and studied those that led to higher

energy and power consumption, such as data movement and access rate. They concluded that bitonic mergesort is

inherently more suitable for the parallel architecture of the GPU. This study triggered the investigation of more software

building blocks, such as spanning tree algorithms and binary search algorithms.

Aljabri et al.  conducted a comprehensive empirical investigation into the power efficiency of mergesort compared to a

high-performance quicksort on the Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 (Haswell), which is more commonly used in HPC and has

more accurate sensor readings than the previous-generation Intel Xeon E5-2640 CPU (Sandy Bridge) utilized in an earlier

work . The research was motivated by the fact that divisions by powers of two, the most frequent operation in

mergesort, may be performed by a power-efficient barrel shifter. Mergesort’s procedure applies a divide-and-conquer

strategy in which the original list (or array) is divided, recursively, into two equal lists. The study concluded that mergesort

had an advantage over quicksort in terms of power efficiency, with comparable time efficiency between the two algorithms.

This study encouraged more investigation into other algorithms that perform similar tasks but have different time

efficiencies from a power perspective.

NZ Oo et al.  studied Strassen’s matrix multiplication algorithm from a performance vs. power perspective. In their

study, they found a way to enhance performance and reduce energy consumption by using loop unrolling on the recursive

level of the algorithm to minimize cache misses and increase the data locality. They claimed that their method increased

performance by 93 percent and reduced energy consumption by 95 percent.

Jammal et al.  studied the power efficiency of three matrix multiplication algorithms, i.e., definition-based, Strassen’s

divide-and-conquer, and improved divide-and-conquer, on the Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680. The main finding of this work is

that the fastest divide-and-conquer algorithm is power-efficient only for small matrix sizes. For larger sizes, the definition-

based algorithm turned out to be more power-efficient. They also studied the effect of every cache level miss on power

consumption.
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